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With the death of Boris A. Rosenfeld (Rozenfeld, Rosenfel’d) our profession has lost one
of its most distinguished historians of mathematics. Rosenfeld was a well known Russian–
Soviet geometer and historian of mathematics, one of the chief researchers in the depart-
ment of the history of mathematics at the “Sergei I. Vavilov” Institute for History of
Science and Technology of the Russian (until 1990: Soviet) Academy of Science indoi:10.1016/j.hm.2009.07.014
In Memoriam /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 8–10 9Moscow, and professor of mathematics. Of his numerous publications the most widely
consulted is probably his monograph A History of Non-Euclidean Geometry: Evolution of
the Concept of a Geometric Space (Springer, 1988). But he also published many articles
on the history of mathematics in the Islamic world which became standard literature in
the ﬁeld. His contributions to the history of mathematics include not only his books and
articles, but also his reviews and teaching activities. He supervised 82 Ph.D. dissertations,
unusually many in this ﬁeld. He was a Member of the Académie Internationale d’Histoire
des Sciences (in 1971 Corresponding Member, in 1978 Full Member), and a Corresponding
Member of the Barcelona Academy of Science.
Boris Abramovich Rosenfeld was born on August 30, 1917, in Petrograd (the former
St. Petersburg) in tsarist Russia to the Jewish family of Abraham and Maria Rosenfeld.
Later, the family moved to Moscow where the young Boris attended the famous Moscow
School No. 25, a reform school and model for new experiments in education in the Soviet
Union until the year of the great terror.1 Here he received not only an excellent education,
but he also met his later wife and lifelong partner Lucy Lvovna Davidov, whom he married
in 1946. Boris A. Rosenfeld studied mathematics at the Moscow State (Lomonosov)
University until 1939. In 1942 he received the doctoral degree (Ph.D.) in mathematics,
and in 1947/48 he defended his doctor of science in geometry, both at the State University
in Moscow. During World War II (the “great patriotic war”, as it was named in the USSR),
he was on noncombat duties with the Soviet Army. Boris A. Rosenfeld and his wife Lucy
were attracted by the Soviet Union’s socialist experiment and became for a long time con-
vinced citizens of their country, although they had to go through the hard years of anti-
Semitic terror between 1947 and 1953. Because of the anti-Semitic policy of the Soviet
State—the government and the leaders of the Communist Party—in 1947 a campaign
was started against “cosmopolitism”, which soon led to arrests and deaths, and new dis-
criminations against Jews were established in all spheres of life. Although oﬃcially stopped
in 1953 (after the death of J.V. Stalin), the anti-Semitic discrimination policy in reality
never was ended in the Soviet Union, with fewer arrests after 1953, but with strong barriers
against Jews in several professions, including scientiﬁc ones.
From 1950 until 1990 Boris A. Rosenfeld held diﬀerent positions in various academic
institutions in the Soviet Union; he was professor (1950–1955) at the Azerbaijan State
University in Baku and was appointed professor at the Pedagogical Institutes in Zagorsk
and Kolomna (both near Moscow). From 1964 until his emigration to the USA in 1990
he was a research scholar in the Institute for History of Science and Technology of the
Soviet Academy of Science in Moscow. In the Institute’s department for the history of
mathematics under Adol’f Pavlovich Yushkevich (1906–1993) he enduced his research on
the history of mathematics. Rosenfeld became a historian of mathematics with a wide range
of interests, from ancient Greece and the medieval Middle East up to 19th-century non-
Euclidean geometry. He spoke English as well as German, later he studied French, Arabic
and other oriental languages, becoming a savant in the best tradition of the Russian intel-
ligentsia. Thanks to his knowledge of several languages, he edited diﬀerent manuscripts of
medieval Islamic scholars.1 On this famous school see the article by Larry E. Holmes, who interviewed Boris Abramovich
and his wife Ljudmila (Lucy) in November 1994 in Pennsylvania: Holmes, Larry E. The Oral
Record and Moscow’s Model School No. 25, 1931–1937. In: Slavic Review, Vol. 56, No. 2 (summer,
1997), pp. 279–306.
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Katok and Julia Rozenman already lived. At the age of 73 Boris Rosenfeld was appointed as
an adjunct professor in the department of mathematics at the Pennsylvania State University;
later this became a joint appointment with the departments of history and philosophy. He
retired from active teaching duties in 1995 at the age of 78. But he continued his research
until his death, although he had diﬃcult medical problems with his eyes and was completely
blind in his last years.
Boris Rosenfeld published from 1940 until his death more than 400 scientiﬁc papers, arti-
cles in journals, monographs, editions, reviews and comments.2 One of his fundamental
contributions to the history of science was a comprehensive three-volume bibliography
of medieval Islamic manuscripts in mathematics, astronomy, and related areas, published
together with Galina Petrovna Matvievskaya in 1983 (Moscow, Nauka). An updated
English translation of this work with additions by Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu appeared in
2003 in Istanbul (IRCICA). Rosenfeld had a large group of students and followers, with
his last Ph.D. student receiving her degree from Penn State University in 2005.
Boris A. Rosenfeld died on April 5, 2008. He was warm and sympathetic, always gener-
ous in his appreciation of others’ achievements, and unfailingly helpful to their aspirations.
His character, like his ability, was an all too rare phenomenon. Those who knew him will
sorely miss him and will never forget his support and his advice, the stories he told about
the past and the present, and above all his energetic encouragement of research and collab-
oration. Those who had the good fortune to meet Boris A. Rosenfeld, not only at scientiﬁc
congresses and conferences but also in small discussion groups, and who had the good for-
tune to talk to him privately, will never forget his great knowledge and intelligence, his
cosmopolitan views and behavior, his sense of humor, and his kindness. He was a great
scholar, and a very true friend.
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